The Tweet (0.44km)
A cross-country ski trail that welcomes UND students and the public to enjoy a bit of fresh air while getting some exercise. A special thanks to Craig Tweten for donating his time and hard-work in regards of making this trail available. His generosity is more than appreciated, and his love for this winter sport is greatly anticipated. Enjoy your time as you ski through the trees, along the coulee, and over the hills… well, something like that. Happy trails!

Marcia Made Me (0.16km)
This loop was created by First Lady Marcia Kelley as she ventured off-trail, in the deep snow, during the pre-construction of "The Tweet". Meanwhile, law professor Eric Johnson could not resist the extreme skiing conditions, so he followed her. As we all know, skiing off-trail is not proper etiquette, but as Eric exclaimed "Marcia Made Me!" Enjoy this loop for some extra distance and a little more scenery.

The Rendezvous (0.41km)
This loop is great for beginners to take for a quick roundabout. Or for those of you looking for more snow to cover on your expedition, you can add this trail at the beginning of your journey, at the end, or both if you're feeling pretty daring. Have fun and enjoy the crisp cool air and snow under your skis… we ensure lots of both, after all that's why you're in North Dakota isn't it?

Total Distance: 1.73 km